
Brad Houser.  I am an attorney at Akerman LLP, where I specialize in corporate, securities and mergers & 
acquisitions matters.  My wife, Susana, and I moved to South Florida from New York in 1995.  Susana 
and I have two wonderful teenage children.  Alex is a sophomore in high school and Jason is a 
freshman.  Many people may not know that I was born and raised in a small farming community in Iowa 
and that I am a non-practicing C.P.A. in addition to being an attorney.   
 
2.  I first became familiar with The Beacon Council through several law partners of mine, including Burt 
Landy and Neisen Kasdin, who have been quite active with The Beacon Council in the past.   I have seen 
how The Beacon Council has been a very positive force in attracting business to Miami-Dade County and 
when the opportunity to represent Akerman on The Beacon Council presented itself, I jumped at the 
chance.  I have decided to focus my energy on The Beacon Council because I believe that helping attract 
commerce to Miami-Dade County is one of the most vital civic roles that a citizen can undertake. 
 
3.  In addition to the weather and our natural resources, Miami-Dade County's biggest business asset is 
that it has grown into a truly world class environment where people from around the world want to 
be.  The diversity of our city is one of the key reasons that my family and I choose to live 
here.   Whenever we travel abroad and tell people that we are from Miami you can see their eyes light 
up.  Miami is a very hot city worldwide and we need to constantly explore ways to capitalize on that.  It 
is not enough to get people to buy homes here and visit occasionally, we should strive to attract their 
businesses and money to Miami-Dade County for the long term. 
 
4.  I believe the biggest challenge that Miami-Dade County faces is dealing with rapid growth.  We need 
to encourage rather than restrict growth, but ensure that our infrastructure is equipped to 
accommodate this growth in a manner that allows commerce to move freely and for people to enjoy 
their lives in a cost-effective manner.  It is possible to do this, but it must be done in a manner that 
encourages people to move to our city and bring their capital with them.  Once the money is here, we 
need to keep it here and increase the velocity at which it turns through our local economy. 
 
5.  The business of law is becoming more competitive and the key to the legal industry's future success is 
innovation.  There is a need for law firms to be more nimble and responsive to the rapid pace of change 
and disruption in the market.  However, it will take more than agility for law firms to truly meet and 
anticipate the shifting and highly specialized needs of our clients, it requires continuously challenging 
industry norms.  This is part of our culture at Akerman.  We are known for launching the first law firm 
R&D Council, a collaborative venture with clients to create new legal product innovations that integrate 
technology and new models of client interaction.  The Akerman Data Law Center is our latest legal 
product.  It is an automated inventory of data privacy and security laws developed in collaboration with 
Thomson Reuters Legal Managed Services.  Law firms that can adjust to change in an innovative manner 
will prosper.    
 
6.  Miami is where my family is and my family is here because of the quality of life.  The weather and 
recreational opportunities are world class and while traffic and issues of overcrowding are becoming 
more acute, Miami-Dade County will deal with these issues.  Problems get solved when smart people 
work together and I sense that as Miami is rising on the world stage there is a heightened sense of civic 
pride and commitment and more and more bright accomplished people want to live here.  I cannot 
image a better place to have lived during the past 20 years, nor a better place to live for the next 20.    
 
 


